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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND
Head Start
The Head Start program was enacted under Title V of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and is
administered by the Administration for Children and Families (ACF) within the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS). Its purpose is to: (1) promote school readiness by enhancing
the social and cognitive development of low-income children through the provision of
comprehensive health, educational, nutritional, social, and other services; and (2) involve parents in
their children’s learning and help parents make progress toward their educational, literacy, and
employment goals. To carry out the program, grants are awarded to community-based non-profit
organizations and school systems.
Following news articles and congressional inquiries relating to excessive executive compensation at
some Head Start agencies, Federal Head Start officials asked the Office of Inspector General (OIG)
to initiate a review of compensation paid to Head Start agencies. We selected nine agencies to
review, including the Community Renewal Team, Incorporated (CRT).
Community Renewal Team, Incorporated
CRT was founded in 1963 and is a community action program (CAP) agency servicing people and
families throughout the Connecticut River Valley. CRT has over 700 employees, 10 percent of
whom are teachers, and provides many services including Head Start, Meals on Wheels, alternatives
to incarceration, supportive housing and shelter, and homebuyer and energy assistance to families
within 59 Connecticut cities and towns.
Head Start funding ranged from 16 to 21 percent of CRT’s $51 million to $59 million budget during
the years 2000, 2001 and 2002. Total Federal funding, including Head Start, averaged 61 percent
per year, and State and local funding averaged 25 percent per year.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of our audit was to determine whether CRT’s compensation and related expenses for
five key executives and teachers were reasonable and consistent with Federal requirements and
guidelines. The five key executives included the Chief Executive Officer, the next three highest
paid executives and the Head Start Director.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Our analysis of compensation and related expenses for five CRT executives from 2000 to 2002
noted:
•

total compensation paid to three of the five key executives exceeded the average rate of
compensation paid to the Chief Executive Officers (CEO) of Head Start agencies in
i

Connecticut by $562,728 from 2000 to 2002. When compared to similar positions at a nonprofit community action program in New England, which on average, received 47 percent
more in revenues each year, the net amount paid to the five CRT executives exceeded their
counterparts by $457,809. Federal regulations provide that Head Start employees may not
receive compensation in excess of the average rate of compensation paid in the area for
comparable services.
•

CRT did not provide written evidence that its Board of Directors (the Board) followed
established procedures in approving the CEO’s compensation level. Further, CRT did not
obtain all required signatures for approving the other four executives’ compensation levels.
CRT polices and procedures require a formal evaluation process to establish salary.

•

CRT did not provide adequate documentation to show that $177,867 in travel, restaurant,
and other credit card charges incurred by four of the executives and charged to an indirect
expense account complied with Federal requirements. OMB Circular A-122 states that to be
allowable costs must be reasonable and adequately documented. The Federal portion was
$57,483, which included $15,823 in Head Start funds.

We found that CRT could not provide adequate documentation demonstrating that internal control
procedures for approving executive compensation were followed. Our review of requested
expenses disclosed that adequate internal control procedures had not been established, and the
limited procedures in place had not been followed. As a result, there was less than reasonable
assurance that Head Start expenditures were reasonable and consistent with Federal requirements.
We found no instances of non-compliance that teacher’s compensation was both reasonable and
consistent with Federal requirements..

RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that CRT:
•

establish controls to ensure that executive compensation meets the requirements of §653 of
the Head Start Act and any future clarification, guidance, or requirements set out by ACF;

•

implement controls to ensure that the Board and other CRT executives comply with CRT’s
approval process for CEO compensation and other executive salary increases;

•

document in the minutes of the meetings the approval process for CEO compensation
including who voted on the contract and who recused themselves from voting on matters
that appear to be a conflict of interest;

•

implement policies and procedures, including adequate controls for credit card purchases by
officers to ensure that:
o purchases are approved in advance and are only for business expenses,
o purchases do not exceed an established threshold, and
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o source documentation is retained for all purchases, including charges for more
than one individual on a single card.
•

improve procedures for ensuring that indirect costs claimed for reimbursement do not
include unallowable or unreasonable items; and

•

refund $57,483 in unallowable business related expenses allocated to Head Start and other
Federal programs.

CRT concurred with our recommendations, including the recommendation to refund the Federal
share of questioned costs, adjusted by any of the additional documentation provided. However,
CRT did not agree with the sources of information we used for salary comparison and believed
secondary evidence, such as affidavits and other documents dated after the audit period is sufficient,
regardless of our requests for primary evidence. CRT’s written comments are included in the
APPENDIX to this report.
We believe the facts and findings in our report are relevant and adequately document the need to
improve internal control procedures for Executive compensation and document the use of Federal
funds.
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
Head Start
The Head Start program was enacted under Title V of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and is
administered by ACF within the DHHS. Its purpose is to: (1) promote school readiness by
enhancing the social and cognitive development of low-income children through the provision of
comprehensive health, educational, nutritional, social, and other services; and (2) involve parents in
their children’s learning and help parents make progress toward their educational, literacy, and
employment goals. To carry out the program, grants are awarded to community-based non-profit
organizations and school systems.
Following news articles and congressional inquiries relating to excessive executive compensation at
some Head Start agencies, Federal Head Start officials asked the Office of Inspector General (OIG)
to initiate a review of compensation paid to Head Start agencies. We selected nine agencies to
review, including the Community Renewal Team, Incorporated
Community Renewal Team, Incorporated
CRT was founded in 1963 and is a community action program (CAP) agency servicing people and
families throughout the Connecticut River Valley. CRT has over 700 employees, including about
70 teachers, and provides many services including Head Start, Meals on Wheels, alternatives to
incarceration, supportive housing and shelter, and homebuyer and energy assistance to families
within 59 Connecticut cities and towns.
Head Start funding ranged from 16 to 21 percent of $51 million to $59 million in CRT revenues
during the years 2000, 2001 and 2002. Total Federal funding, including Head Start, averaged 61
percent per year, and State and local funding averaged 25 percent per year.

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
Objective
The objective of our audit was to determine whether CRT’s compensation and related expenses for
five key executives and for teachers were reasonable and consistent with Federal requirements and
guidelines. The five key executives included the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), the next three
highest paid executives and the Head Start Director.
Scope
Our review covered CRT’s grant years 2000, 2001 and 2002 (January 1, 2000 through December
31, 2002). The five key executives selected for testing included the Head Start Director and four of
the highest paid employees who received some or all of their compensation from Head Start
funding.
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For the review, we defined compensation as anything that increased the personal assets of the
individual, such as salary and wages, fringe benefits, bonuses, retirement, and other related
expenses.
We did not review the overall internal control structure of CRT for the Head Start program. Our
review of internal controls was limited to those controls related to the approval of compensation
packages and indirect costs incurred by the executives..
We performed our on-site fieldwork at the Region I ACF office located in Boston, Massachusetts;
CRT’s office located in Hartford, Connecticut; and the Connecticut Department of Social Services
(Department) located in Hartford, Connecticut.
Methodology
To accomplish our objectives we:
•

reviewed Federal regulations relating to the Head Start program and cost principles for nonprofit organizations;

•

interviewed Region I ACF, CRT and Department officials;

•

reviewed CRT organizational charts, payroll journals, and billing/invoice statements to
determine the total compensation and funding sources for the five key executives;

•

obtained executive compensation information from other similar organizations for
comparison purposes;

•

reviewed CRT policies, procedures, and board of director minutes of the meeting to
determine the compensation approval process;

•

reviewed general ledger and other accounting records to identify and assess other related
expenses; and

•

reviewed teachers’ wages to determine if cost of living adjustment and quality improvement
funds were used in accordance with Head Start program instructions.

Our audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Our analysis of compensation and related expenses for five CRT executives from 2000 to 2002
noted:
•

total compensation paid to three of the five key executives exceeded the average rate of
compensation paid to the Chief Executive Officers of Head Start agencies in Connecticut by
$562,728 from 2000 to 2002. When compared to similar positions at a non-profit
community action agency in New England (the CAP Agency), which on average, received
47 percent more in revenues each year, the net amount paid to the five CRT executives
exceeded their counterparts by $457,809. Federal regulations provide that Head Start
employees may not receive compensation in excess of the average rate of compensation paid
in the area for comparable services;

•

CRT did not provide written evidence that its Board of Directors (the Board) followed
established procedures in approving the CEO’s compensation level. Further, CRT did not
obtain all required signatures for approving the other four executives’ compensation levels.
CRT polices and procedures require a formal evaluation process to establish salary; and

•

CRT did not provide adequate documentation to show that $177,867 in travel, restaurant,
and other credit card charges incurred by four of the executives and charged to an indirect
expense account complied with Federal requirements. OMB Circular A-122 states that to be
allowable costs must be reasonable and adequately documented. The Federal portion was
$57,483, which included $15,823 in Head Start funds.

We found that CRT could not provide adequate documentation demonstrating that internal control
procedures for approving executive compensation were followed. Our review of requested
expenses disclosed that adequate internal control procedures had not been established, and the
limited procedures in place had not been followed. As a result, there was less than reasonable
assurance that Head Start expenditures were reasonable and consistent with Federal requirements.
We found no instances of non-compliance that teacher’s compensation was both reasonable and
consistent with Federal requirements..
CRT concurred with our recommendations, including the recommendation to refund the Federal
share of questioned costs, adjusted by any of the additional documentation provided. CRT did not
agree with the sources of information we used for salary comparison and believed that secondary
evidence, such as affidavits and other documents dated after the audit period is sufficient, regardless
of our requests for primary evidence. CRT’s written comments are included in the APPENDIX to
this report.
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We believe the facts and findings in our report are relevant and adequately document the need to
improve internal control procedures for Executive compensation and document the use of Federal
funds.

CRT EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION EXCEEDED THE AVERAGE OF
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM AGENCIES IN SAME AREA
CRITERIA
Section §653 of the Head Start Act (42 U.S.C. 9848) provides that Head Start employees may not
receive compensation:
. . . in excess of the average rate of compensation paid in the area where the program is
carried out to a substantial number of persons providing substantially comparable services or
in excess of the average rate of compensation paid to a substantial number of the persons
providing substantially comparable services in the area of the person’s immediately
preceding employment. . . .
CONDITION
Total compensation paid to three of the five key executives exceeded the average rate of
compensation paid to the CEOs of Head Start agencies in Connecticut by $562,728 from 2000 to
2002. When compared to similar positions at a non-profit CAP agency (the CAP Agency) in New
England, which on average, received 47 percent more in revenues each year,the net amount paid to
the five CRT executives exceeded their counterparts by $457,809.
Average Compensation Paid to CEOs in Connecticut
According to compensation data from the salary survey conducted by the Head Start Bureau in
2004, CEO compensation for 16 agencies with Head Start programs in Connecticut averaged
$110,917 in 2000, $114,126 in 2001, and $126,817 in 20021. Our comparison of compensation for
CRT’s five executives to the 3-year average for CEO compensation in Connecticut is presented in
the chart below:
Position
CEO/President
Executive Vice President
Vice President
Vice President – Administration
Head Start Director
Total

CRT
$924,452
417,900
344,463
423,489
211,724
$2,322,028

CEO 3-Year
Average
$351,860
351,860
351,860
351,860
351,860
$1,759,300

1

Difference
$572,592
66,040
(7,397)
71,629
(140,136)
$562,728

Percent of
CT CEOs
263 %
119
98
120
60
132 %

For the 16 Connecticut agencies, three agencies did not have salary information for 2000 and two agencies did not
have this information for 2001. The denominators were revised accordingly when calculating the 3-year average.
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Compensation Paid to a Larger CAP Agency
We also compared compensation reported by CRT on Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form 990
plus other compensation in CRT’s records to compensation reported by a larger CAP Agency on
IRS Form 990. Like CRT, the CAP Agency provides antipoverty programs to low-income
individuals and families. The CAP Agency is located in Boston, Massachusetts, is the largest
independent human services agency in New England, assists more than 100,000 clients, and has
about 1,000 employees. When compared to CRT, with over 700 employees, the CAP Agency:
•

received on average, 47 percent more than CRT, in revenues and funding each year;

•

received between 102 to 135 percent more in Head Start funding than CRT;

•

serviced between 36 to 59 percent more Head Start students than CRT;

•

increased Head Start enrollment by 3 percent, while CRT’s enrollment decreased by
14 percent; and

•

experienced operating surpluses in all three years, while CRT experienced an operating
loss for one of the years and a gain for the remaining two years.

Upon comparison, CRT’s CEO received up to 171 percent more in annual compensation than the
CEO for the CAP Agency. A significant portion of the difference in the CEO’s compensation was
attributable to a higher salary, a $24,000 annual expense account with no apparent controls over
expenditures, an annuity, a life insurance policy for the CEO and his family, and the use of an
automobile.

Position
CEO/President
Executive Vice President
Vice President
Vice President – Administration
Head Start Director
Total

CRT
$924,452
$417,900
$344,463
$423,489
$211,724
$2,322,028

CAP
Agency
$541,222
$472,054
$346,910
$362,832
$141,201
$1,864,219

Difference
$383,230
($54,154)
($2,447)
$60,657
$70,523
$457,809 2

Percent of
CAP Agency
171%
89
99
117
150
125%

Total executive compensation for CRT was $457,809 more than the CAP Agency for the years
2000 through 2002. Head Start accounted for $39,496 of the $457,809 in excess compensation.
2

The $457,809 difference represents (1) $160,160 in excess compensation, including a $24,000 annual expense
account, received by CRT’s CEO in comparison to the CAP Agency’s CEO compensation, (2) $43,286 excess
compensation received by CRT’s executives in comparison to the CAP Agency’s executives compensation, and
(3) $254,363 in CEO and executive benefits not reported to the IRS on Form 990. The benefits not reported include
annuities, life insurance premiums, health and dental benefits, deferred compensation and the use of an automobile that
will be signed over to the CEO upon retirement. In addition, the CEO’s personal services contract allows two paid trips
per year for the CEO’s spouse. CRT did not provide any supporting documentation of the number or location of the
trips taken by the CEO’s spouse.
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CAUSE
CRT’s internal control procedures for executive compensation and related expenses were either not
established or not followed.
EFFECT
As a result, there was less than reasonable assurance that CRT compensation did not exceed the
average for other comparable organizations as required by Federal requirements.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that CRT establish controls to ensure that executive compensation meets the
requirements of §653 of the Head Start Act and any future clarification, guidance, or requirements
set out by ACF.
AUDITEE COMMENTS
CRT concurred with our recommendation. In 2004, CRT informed us that they conducted a wage
comparability survey that meets the requirements of Section 653 of the Head Start Act, as well as
other Federal requirements. CRT will periodically review this study to ensure that compensation
paid to all of its executives is based on current wage data. Pursuant to CRT policy, changes to
executive compensation will be presented to the Board of Trustees for review and approval.
While CRT agreed with our recommendation, they disagreed with some aspects of our finding.
Specifically, CRT states that (1) compensation amounts were not accurate; (2) information used for
salary comparisons were not comparable; (3) only Head Start compensation should have been used
to compare salaries instead of total compensation; and (4) audited compensation data was compared
with unaudited data.
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL RESPONSE
Head Start regulations provide a benchmark for the amount of compensation an employee can
receive and the IRS requires a salary survey for executive compensation. CRT did not have
procedures in place to ensure that they met these Federal requirements. Below addresses each point
raised by CRT.
(1) Compensation Amounts Were Not Accurate
We adjusted our comparison of CRT compensation to CEO compensation for 16 agencies with
Head Start programs in Connecticut by changing the denominators for the 3-year averages from the
total number of agencies to the number of agencies that provided salary information.
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(2) Information Used For Salary Comparisons Were Not Comparable
Section §653 of the Head Start Act (42 U.S.C. 9848) defines the benchmark for compensation as the
average rate of compensation paid in the area for comparable services. The 16 agencies used to
calculate the CEO 3-year average provide similar services as CRT. Because our results identified
large differences, we used a large CAP Agency to compare compensation. Other methods of
comparison, such as compensation per child as suggested by CRT, were not considered since Head
Start regulations specifically focus on the average rate of compensation.
(3) Only Head Start Compensation Should Have Been Used To Compare Salaries Instead of
Compensation
In response to congressional concerns, the Head Start Bureau requested that the Office of Inspector
General conduct a review of the compensation practices of selected agencies providing Head Start
services. As part of our audit, we reviewed the (a) total compensation packages; (b) funding
sources; (c) approval process for the compensation practices; and (d) basis of any wage study
performed. A review of only Head Start compensation would not have satisfied both the Head Start
Bureau and Congress.
(4) Audited Compensation Data Was Compared With Unaudited Data
Because CRT did not conduct a wage compensation survey during the years of our audit period, we
applied analytical procedures with the best available information when conducting our comparison
of executive compensation. This approach is consistent with Statement on Auditing Standards
Number 56, which requires the use of analytical procedures in the overall review stages of all
audits.
Analytical procedures are an important part of the audit process and consist of evaluations of
financial information made by plausible relationships among financial data. A basic premise
underlying the application of analytical procedures is that plausible relationships between data may
reasonably be expected to exist and continue in the absence to the contrary. Data may or may not
be readily available to develop expectations for some assertions. The auditor obtains assurance
from analytical procedures based on the consistency with the recorded amounts with expectations
developed from data derived from other sources.
While CRT did not have data such as an executive wage compensation survey readily available, we
used data derived from other sources to analyze CRT’s executive compensation. CRT’s audited
data and the large CAP Agency’s unaudited data were consistent in that each agency publicly
disclosed the recorded amounts of cash and non-cash compensation for officers, directors, trustees
and key employees on IRS Form 990, Section V.
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EVIDENCE PROVIDED BY CRT DOES NOT DEMONSTRATE PROPER
APPROVALS FOR EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
CRITERIA
CRT Policies and Procedures
CRT’s policies and procedures for approving the CEO compensation arrangement include the
following process for the Board:
•

the Chairman of the Executive Board of CRT provides evaluation documents to be filled out
by the Board members;

•

the Board Chairman compiles a composite of the evaluations;

•

the Chairman discusses the composite evaluation with the Board and negotiates the contract
with the CEO;

•

the Chairman discusses the changes to the contract with the Board, and the Board must vote
to approve those changes;

•

the Chairman instructs the general counsel to prepare an agreement to be executed by CRT
and the CEO; and

•

the employment agreement is prepared and reviewed by the Board through its Chairman,
and the Chairman and CEO execute the contract.

For executives other than the CEO, related polices and procedures require CRT to use annual
performance reviews and the financial position of CRT for salary increases as follows:
•

executives of the Agency, in conjunction with the Finance Director, will annually determine
the annual budget for salary increases for all employees;

•

once an evaluation has been completed and submitted to the Human Resources Director for
review, it shall be the responsibility of the supervisor or manager to submit an in-service
change form; and

•

an authorized representative from the Human Resources Department, the Finance
Department, and the employees Department Head, must sign the in-service change form.

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Regulations For Non-Profit Organizations
Head Start does not require non-profit entities applying for Federal Financial Assistance to identify
the specific compensation packages for individuals within their organizations. However, the IRS
requires non-profit entities to show all forms of cash and non-cash compensation, whether paid
currently or deferred, for officers, directors, trustees and key employees on Form 990, Section V.
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As part of compensation, non-profit entities are required to report items such as salaries, fees,
bonuses, deferred compensation, welfare benefit plans, taxable and nontaxable fringe benefits, and
personal use of automobiles. Payments under a compensation arrangement are presumed to be
reasonable if the:
•

transaction is approved by an authorized body of the organization which is composed of
individuals who did not have a conflict of interest concerning the transaction;

•

authorized body obtained and relied upon appropriate data as to comparability prior to
making the determination; and

•

authorized body adequately documented the basis for its determination concurrently with the
determination.

IRS regulations require that Form 990 is complete and accurate and fully describes the
organization’s programs and accomplishments.
CONDITION
Monthly Board of Director minutes of the meeting and other related documents did not demonstrate
that CRT followed procedures for approving the CEO’s contract or that CRT obtained all required
approvals for increases in salaries for the other four executives.
Approving the CEO’s Contract
CRT did not provide evidence that the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

previous chairman 3 compiled a composite of the evaluations;
previous chairman discussed the composite evaluations with the Board;
previous chairman discussed the negotiated changes to the contract with the Board;
Board voted to approve any negotiated changes;
CEO, who is a member of the Executive Board, recused himself from the contract approval
process;
Board obtained and relied upon an appropriate compensation study; and
Board was involved in the contract approval process with the exception of the Chairman.

Approving Other Executive Compensation
CRT obtained the required signatures from the Executive’s Department Head and the Human
Resource Manager for ten out of ten salary increases for the four remaining executives. However,
five out of ten salary increases for all three years for the four remaining executives did not have the
required signatures from the Finance Department.

3

CRT’s last two Chairmen did not participate in negotiating the CEO’s contract during our audit period. They assumed
their Chairmanship in November 2002 and November 2004.
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CAUSE
CRT did not:
•

establish a formal process to ensure that the Executive Board complied with internal
procedures for approving the CEO’s compensation package;

•

have sufficient procedures in place to ensure that key events, such as approving CEO
compensation and dealing with matters that appear to be a conflict of interest, are adequately
documented in the minutes of the meeting for the Executive Board; and

•

consistently follow procedures that were in place for approving the increases in salaries for
the other four executives.

CRT provided recent documents that the Board of Directors is currently discussing the CEO’s
contract. Further, the Board of Director minutes of the meeting note that the CEO recused himself
from the current contract process.
EFFECT
Without documentation evidencing that executive compensation was authorized in accordance with
CRT policies and procedures, there is less than reasonable assurance that CRT negotiated a fair,
equitable, compensation package for the CEO’s contract and for increases in salaries for the four
other executives.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that CRT:
•

implement controls to ensure that the Board and other CRT executives comply with CRT’s
approval process for CEO compensation and other executive salary increases; and

•

document in the minutes of the meetings the approval process for CEO compensation
including who voted on the contract and who recused themselves from voting on matters
that would be a conflict of interest.

AUDITEE COMMENTS
CRT concurred with both recommendations and stated they have implemented both in their entirety.
However, CRT stated they provided substantial documentation that it’s Board of Directors followed
established procedures in approving CEO compensation. This includes documents prepared during
the audit period, as well as affidavits and signed statements from members of the Board and CRT’s
outside General Counsel.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL RESPONSE
While CRT provided additional information, they did not demonstrate that the Board of Directors
was involved in approving CEO compensation. Instead, primary evidence suggested that only the
CEO, Chairman of the Board, CRT’s attorney, and a select few individuals were involved in the
contract negotiation.
Additional documentation does indicate that the Executive Board Members received instructions to
evaluate the CEO. However, CRT has acknowledged that it did not retain certain confidential
performance review worksheets for the 2000 contract negotiations. Subsequent documentation also
discusses that four Board members were informed of key monetary conditions of the contract, but
CRT did not provide any documentation that the information was shared with the Board of
Directors. The Minutes of the Meeting for the Board, Executive Board, and Finance Committee do
not include a discussion and vote on CEO compensation.
Further, three out of thirty five Board Members provided affidavits that they participated in the
CEO approval process, but the affidavits do not provide any specific dates as to when each step in
the process was completed. The Chairman of the Board for the period November 2002 through
November 2004 was a member of the Executive Board when the CEO’s 2000 contract was
approved. The former Chairman did not participate in the approval process. The former Chairman
only saw the CEO’s contract when it came up for renewal during his tenure in 2004.
Without sufficient documentary evidence that executive compensation was authorized in
accordance with CRT policies and procedures, there is less than reasonable assurance that CRT
negotiated a fair, equitable, compensation package for the CEO’s contract

DOCUMENTS PROVIDED BY CRT DO NOT DISTINGUISH CREDIT CARD
CHARGES AS PERSONAL OR BUSINESS RELATED EXPENSES
CRITERIA
Allowable Costs - OMB Circular A-122 states to be allowable, a cost must be reasonable for the
performance of the award and must be adequately documented.
Reasonable Costs - OMB Circular A-122 A.3 states a cost is reasonable if, in it’s nature or amount,
it does not exceed that which would be incurred by a prudent person under the circumstances
prevailing at the time the decision was made to incur the costs…. In determining the reasonableness
of a given cost, consideration shall be given to: “… whether the individuals concerned acted with
prudence in the circumstances, considering their responsibilities to the organization, its members,
employees, and clients, the public at large, and the Federal Government.”
Allocating Costs - OMB Circular A-122 states that a cost is allocable to a particular cost objective,
such as a grant, contract, project, service, or other activity, in accordance with the relative benefits
received.
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Any cost allocable to a particular award or other cost objective under these principles may not be
shifted to other Federal awards to overcome funding deficiencies, or to avoid restrictions imposed
by law or by the terms of the award.
CONDITION
CRT did not provide adequate documentation to show that $177,867 in travel, restaurant, and other
credit card charges incurred by four executives and charged to an indirect expense account was in
accordance with Federal requirements. Specifically, the executives made 1,076 charges from FY
2000 – FY 2002 including:.
• 87 travel charges that appeared to be excessive. While CRT could only provide limited
supporting documents, the travel destinations often coincided with Head Start and other
training related conferences. However, the travel charges included executive suites or days
beyond the conference dates and time allotted for travel.
•

223 travel charges not adequately documented, including airline charges for non-CRT
employees.

•

497 local restaurant charges averaging $97 per luncheon. The number of luncheons
averaged about four times per week whereby seven percent of the attendees included only
CRT staff. Supporting documentation provided did not contain sufficient information
regarding the:
o
o
o
o
o

•

245 unusual or inadequately documented miscellaneous charges, including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

necessity for having the luncheons;
reasonableness of the restaurant charges given the number of persons in attendance;
issues discussed;
number and responsibilities of participants; and
availability of alternative meeting facilities such as the executive or other conference
rooms.

officer and staff gifts from wine and teddy bear stores;
flowers;
items from miscellaneous department stores;
automobile repairs;
a wedding gift;
beverages from a liquor store for a Board meeting; and
CEO golf club greens fees.

24 charges for exclusive club memberships for two executives.
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CAUSE
CRT did not have a process in place to ensure that executive credit card purchases for travel,
conferences, and other related activity charged to Federal programs were:
•
•
•

approved in advance;
substantiated by sufficient supporting documentation; and
for legitimate business purposes.

CRT did not have a process in place to ensure that indirect costs claimed for reimbursement did not
include unallowable or unreasonable items.
CRT stated they have implemented the Federal requirements for documentation of business
expenses effective January 1, 2004. This procedure will ensure that indirect costs claimed for
reimbursement do not include unallowable, unreasonable or otherwise ineligible items. In addition,
CRT established a separate fund for all expenses deemed unallowable, unreasonable or lacking
support. Such expenses will be funded through CRT’s unrestricted revenues and will not be
included in indirect costs.
EFFECT
CRT inappropriately claimed $177,867 of $269,562 in the following charges when claiming
indirect costs for Federal reimbursement from FY 2000 through FY 2002.
•

$36,341 in travel related charges that exceeded the Federal per diem rates. This includes
any extended time beyond reasonable travel arrangements;

•

$61,000 in travel related charges not adequately documented;

•

$48,244 in local restaurant charges;

•

$25,555 in unusual or inadequately documented charges; and

•

$6,727 in exclusive club memberships.

The Federal portion of the $177,867 was $57,483, which included $15,823 in Head Start funds.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that CRT:
•

implement policies and procedures, including adequate controls for credit card purchases by
officers to ensure that:
o purchases are approved in advance and are only for business expenses,
o purchases do not exceed an established threshold, and
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o source documentation is retained for all purchases, including charges for more
than one individual on a single card.
•

improve procedures for ensuring that indirect costs claimed for reimbursement do not
include unallowable or unreasonable items; and

•

refund $57,483 in unallowable business related expenses allocated to Head Start and other
Federal programs.

AUDITEE COMMENTS
CRT concurred with the first two recommendations. In regards to our third recommendation, CRT
does not agree to refund the full $65,569. However, CRT agrees to refund that portion allocated to
Head Start and other Federal programs where adequate documentation is lacking pursuant to
Federal requirements.
CRT also believes that it followed their internal controls, policies and procedures regarding agency
related employee credit card expenses that included review by CRT’s Accounts Payable
Department on a monthly basis. This approval process by the Accounts Payable Department
included final review and approval by the accounts payable supervisor and CRT’s internal auditor.
CRT also believes various credit card charges are allowable OMB Circular A-122, Attachment B,
“Employee Morales, Health and Welfare Costs and Credits”. However, they will no longer include
such expenses in Federal indirect cost calculations.
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL RESPONSE
CRT did not follow their internal controls, policies and procedures regarding agency related
employee credit card expenses. CRT limited travel expenses to federal per diem rates in its travel
policies for all departments. However, we identified 87 of 208 travel expenditure charges exceeded
the Federal per diem. CRT did not provide any documentation that the accounts payable supervisor
and internal auditor confirmed and authorized the transactions exceeding the Federal per diems.
CRT’s travel policies also required that a fully completed “CRT Request for Authorization for
Official Travel” form (Travel form) be completed. The Travel form required separate approvals
from an employee’s Department Head, the Executive Office, and the Finance Office. CRT did not
provide any Travel forms to substantiate 310 travel related charges.
While CRT will no longer claim charges such as club memberships, flowers, staff gifts, wedding
gifts, alcoholic beverages, green fees, it infers that these charges were allowable under OMB
Circular A-122 “Employee Morale, Health and Welfare Costs and Credits”. However, Circular
A-122 also provides guidance on reasonable costs. Considering their responsibilities to the Federal
government, CRT should have acted with prudence and not included these charges in their indirect
cost calculations.
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Since the issuance of the draft report, CRT provided additional documents for travel, restaurant, and
other credit card charges. Based on the additional documents, we revised the figures in our draft
report.

OTHER MATTERS
Unobligated Grant Funds and Interest Income Used to Fund Executive Compensation
As part of their funding sources for executive salary, excluding the Head Start Director, CRT used
$938,233 in unobligated grant funds and $585,432 in interest income.
Unobligated Fund Balances
CRT accumulated the unobligated funds for 51 grants over a 21-year period. Grant projects
included crisis intervention, emergency shelter, and after school programs. During FY 2002,
Connecticut forgave $820,599 of the $938,233 in unobligated grant funds. CRT used this amount
to cover executive salaries and other indirect costs. Further, during FY 2001, CRT utilized
$117,634 in unobligated grant funds to cover executive salaries and other indirect costs.
Connecticut officials were unaware of the $117,634 in unobligated grant funds. We believe that
CRT should have returned the unobligated fund balances to the Federal Government, via
Connecticut. To ensure that unobligated fund balances are not forgiven in the future without
Federal approval, we plan to discuss this matter with Connecticut and appropriate Federal officials
concerning corrective action.
AUDITEE COMMENTS
CRT responded that the majority of the debt was assumed in connection with the merger with the
Community Action for Greater Middlesex County (CAGMC), and was a non-cash liability. No
CRT executive benefited from the forgiveness of the CAGMC debt.
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL RESPONSE
Both CRT and CAGMC exhibited internal control weaknesses for returning funds to the State.
According to 45, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), § 74.28, “…where a funding period is
specified, a recipient may charge to the award only allowable costs resulting from obligations
incurred during a funding period…”
Closeout procedures CFR, § 74.71 add that recipients should submit, within 90 calendar days after
the completion of the award, all financial, performance and other reports as required by the terms
and conditions of the award. The recipient should promptly refund any balances of unobligated
cash that the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has advanced or paid and is not
authorized to be retained by the recipient for other projects.
We agree that CRT assumed debt in connection with the CAGMC merger, but CRT accounted for
$484,973 (51%) of the unobligated funds and CAGMC’s portion totaled $453,260 (49%).
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Interest Income
CRT earned $585,432 in interest income from January 2000 through December 2002. CRT
officials informed us that interest income was not earned on Head Start funds and we could not
adequately distinguish from CRT’s accounting records the amount of interest earned on Federal
funds from other Federal programs. Using the percentage of Federal funds to all funds used to
cover executive compensation and other indirect costs, as much as $110,991 in interest income
could have been earned on Federal funds other than Head Start. Ten percent of the interest income
related to funds provided by HHS.
AUDITEE COMMENTS
CRT responded that they maximized the use of its funds through interest bearing accounts. Further,
the OIG audit work papers do not support the contention that interest was earned on any Federal
funds.
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL RESPONSE
Our review of the internal control environment for interest disclosed that CRT’s accounting system
cannot distinguish interest earned on Federal funds from interest earned on non-Federal funds.
Specifically, CRT’s Chief Financial Officer stated the agency does not segregate Federal programs
funds in it’s bank accounts. Rather, the funds were co-mingled and there is no accounting control to
return the interest income to the appropriate Federal agency. Because CRT did not establish any
accounting controls segregating federal income, CRT was unable to provide the OIG any
documentary evidence determining the Federal share of the $585,432 in interest income.
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APPENDIX

